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Precision engineering and optics – machine building and preci-

sion manufacturing of metallic optical components: The union of

both these sophisticated technologies constitutes the basis for

the activities of our company – as has been the case for more

than 25 years. We started out with simple mirrors for top-per-

formance laser equipment; today, apart from mirror optics, we

develop, manufacture and assemble complex high-precision

micro-structural components with our innovative processing

techniques. From barcode readers to optical components for

spacecraft, from wafer exposures to injection molds for automo-

bile lights – all over KUGLER® products and solutions contribute

to the commercial success of our clients. 

KUGLER® MICROMACHINING AND OPTICS –
THE EXPERIENCE OF A QUARTER OF A CENTURY FOR… 
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Comprehensive product information and data sheets on the 
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Ultra-precision machines and ultra-precision laser optics and

system components – those are the products that have made us

widely visible in global industrial markets. The KUGLER® logo, 

a stylized interferogram of a measurement with light in sub-

micrometer range, symbolizes the successful presence of our

products and activities in the field of ultra-precision technology.

Not only the components sold with our own logo represent the

development and manufacturing competence and capabilities of

our company. The great diversity of our products was created

according to the specific requirements of our clients: Metal optics

and micromachining as pure development work, as prototypes or

even as OEM product range. And that still in verifiable quality and

with economic production methods, which are in no respect infe-

rior to the products with the KUGLER® logo.

This catalog describes the techniques and typical products, with

which we successfully keep ourselves busy in the fields of

MICROMACHINING and OPTICS.

Chief Executive Officers: Lothar Kugler with his sons Till (left) and Joerg

…THE TECHNICAL DEMANDS OF TOMORROW
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LASER OPTICS AND LASER BEAM GUIDANCE

Direct water-cooled mirrors for multi-kilowatt top-performance
lasers, focusing heads, beam switches, scanner optics. Classical
industry products, in case of which KUGLER® processing
machines with aerostatic bearings have made economic manufac-
turing possible for the first time ever.

AEROSPACE

GRATINGS AND STRUCTURED ROLLERS

Foils for TFT monitors, light guiding in architecture, diffractive ele-
ments for infrared radiation. Tools and optics manufactured with
the innovative KUGLER® know-how offer the best edge sharpness
and surface smoothness!

KUGLER® Micromachining and Optics. Our products are used in a
wide range of industries and application areas. The diversity of our
precision components will surprise you.

APPLICATION AREAS
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By courtesy of Trumpf 
Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH

By courtesy of EADS Astrium

By courtesy of SeeReal Technologies

Aluminum lightweight optics for satellites, mirrors for observatories
and telescopes, sensor components for precise navigation of
spacecraft, complex optics for infrared spectrometers. KUGLER®

covers the whole spectrum from material selection all the way
through to the coating.
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Right from the beginning, ultra-precise KUGLER® products were
used in medical technology. In this field a hundred percent reliabi-
lity is imperative! Precision equipment in the manufacture of en-
doscopes, polygon scanners in examination and treatment of eye
defects with laser, and micro-focusing mirrors in laser beam gui-
dance systems for surgeons.

UP-MACHINE COMPONENTS

Ultra-precision machine components. Aerostatic bearings for fric-
tionless operation of machines in the manufacture of optics, or with
lowest friction for measuring machines in national calibration labo-
ratories. All these components are manufactured with the same
technology as our metal mirrors – and of course, with the same
precision!

SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER STEPPERS

Vacuum clamping plates for semi-conductor wafers (“chucks”),
miniature aerostatic bearings for nanometer-positioning in wafer
steppers, components for lenses and laser beam guidance
systems. For the precision level required in this case, KUGLER®

ultra-precision machining provides technology that enables excep-
tional economic solutions.

On this page we are demonstrating some of the application areas
of our products. On the following pages of this catalog we introduce
and present to you the key technologies of KUGLER®, as well as
selected examples from our range of products.  

Do you have an idea for a new application, a new product or for a
solution to a problem, using our products and techniques? Then
contact us without delay! We are interested!

APPLICATION AREAS
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By courtesy of Ziemer Group AG

By courtesy of ASML
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Aerostatic guidance systems with operational vibrations on sub-
nanometer level, uniformly rotating aerostatic bearing spindles
with large discs to which a mono-crystal “one-tooth” diamond
tool has been fixed that cuts across the work piece track for
track. That is the technology that we employ for the manufacture
of mirrors from metals. We call the milling machine that we
developed, built and optimized in house FLYCUTTER. It repre-
sents the backbone of economic manufacture of top-quality
metal optics. The basic materials copper and aluminum are 
ideally suited for this special stock-removal process and dis-
tinguishes itself by its ideal optical characteristics: Aluminum for
visible light, copper for close and distant infrared, as emitted by
typical industrial lasers.

But also Plexiglas, brass and nickel can be processed to optical
quality with the FLYCUTTERS. Examples are listed on the follow-
ing pages.

Working on the FLYCUTTER

Turning with diamond tools is better known than milling. Diamond
turning equally works with extremely low-vibration machine gui-
dance systems and spindles. There are typically more axes in
regular use than in the case of FLYCUTTER machines. One excep-
tion is the “R Theta” procedure that we have been using for more
than 25 years: In contrast to a conventional lathe, in this proce-
dure the in-feed motion of the diamond tool is exclusively performed
by a uniformly running rotary table with aerostatic bearings, and
with such a smooth motion that is otherwise only possible in 
FLYCUTTERS. A laser interferometrically, adaptively regulated
piezo element corrects the radius of the tool motion and in that way
enables an exact surface form.

Our lathes offer additional special features with synchronized feed
motion. The precise coupling of the tool feed to the angle position
of the main spindle (“Slow-Tool”) enables the manufacture of 
non-rotationally symmetric surface geometries. Turned parts can
be produced now, which would have needed spindle diameters of
several meters in case of conventional manufacturing processes.
This is the first procedure that offers the possibility to manufac-
ture special beam guidance components, such as ring focus mir-
rors or performance integrators, economically and at the same
time, to highest precision standards.

Off-axis focusing mirror

Machining arm with laser interferometer

May it be slightly longer? The metal cutting structuring for embos-
sing rollers for the manufacture of lighting foils, e.g. for TFT moni-
tors, requires a new generation of ultra-precision machinery. In the
KUGLER® TDM drum lathe we have to do with systems with aero-
static and hydrostatic bearings, which can handle rollers with
lengths of more than one meter on both sides. Structuring takes
place by grooving with preformed diamond tools or by “normal”
turning of the cylinder’s lateral surface. The grooving process
belongs to the most developed KUGLER® micro-structuring techni-
ques. Apart form a long tool life, optimal, low roughness values of
the structural edges, and lowest burr formation are guaranteed.

TDM-2000

6

TECHNOLOGY 
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Five-axis processing with machining systems on aerostatic or
hydrostatic bearings. The new generation of KUGLER® micro-
processing machines of the MICROGANTRY® model range for 
the first time makes the almost standard manufacture of the
smallest structures with high precision directly from the 
3D model possible. An enclosed CAD/CAM chain, the integration
of machine-based measuring technology and the regular calibra-
tion of the machine axes, which ensures a precise processing
point also in case of a rotation of the tool or work piece (RTCP),
enable precision right down to sub-micrometer range. The high-
frequency spindle of the machine is capable to machine hard-
ened steel with tool radii fewer than 50 micrometers.
The MICROGANTRY® demonstrates its superior strength in the
machining of non-ferrous metals. Here the benefits of our long
years of experience in machine building for optics pay off. On the
MICROGANTRY® we achieve mirroring surfaces with roughness
values lower than 10 nm. 

Pico second laser for the structuring of ceramic and NdYAG
lasers with high pulse energy for laser ablation, even in the case
of copper. KUGLER® micro-processing machinery is equipped
with a universal beam guidance system, which enables five-axis
machining with the relevant beam sources. A general processing
strategy in the form of a closed CAD/CAM solution in this case is,
at least for micromachining, not available up till now. However, in
this field we are cooperating with our partners at the forefront of
development. From us you get what is technologically possible at
the moment!

Coordinates measurement engineering in the sub-micrometer
range: Where our interferometers cannot go any further, be-
cause the details to examine are too small, the surfaces do not
mirror or the surface geometry does not allow for a simple analysis
of the wave front, we equip our micro-processing machines with
highly sensitive sensors. Non-contact optical measuring calipers
with resolution in a range of fewer than 10 nanometers comple-
ment conventional tactile sensors, guided by the sub-microme-
ter-precise axes of the KUGLER® micro-processing machines.

Milling spindle for the “Fly-Cutting”

Measuring of work piece Optical caliper

If roughness values of about 10 nm are not sufficient, e.g. for
laser mirrors, the KUGLER® micro-processing machines can be
enlarged with the relevant spindles. Small Fly-Cutter spindles mill
“real” optical surfaces, rotary tables with aerostatic bearings put
diamond turning processes into practice. And if this still does not
master the demands of special machining, then we can precise-
ly measure and re-machine a component, whose optical surfaces
were for example machined on a diamond milling machine, on
the MICROGANTRY®. 

Laser machining Beam guidance for picosecond laser

7
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We can do precision work. But we can also assemble with the
highest precision! For our laser system components we have
developed techniques, which are based specifically on diamond-
machined fitting surfaces, making cost-effective assembly and
maintaining of the required angle and distance tolerances pos-
sible. 20 arcseconds, 10 micrometers! Or 3 arcseconds and 
1 micrometer, if it must be slightly more accurate! And that
includes the individually assembled beam guidance components
of our modular systems with openings of 35 mm, 50 mm or 
70 mm.

The client benefits from it. The optical components can be
removed for maintenance purposes without the otherwise neces-
sary post-adjustment, and repeatably reinserted.
Naturally these techniques can also be applied to products
according to client specifications, which have not been devel-
oped by our company. 
Put us to the test and make use of our assembly capabilities!

Cleanliness is a must! Whether it is a mirror for vacuum coating,
aerostatic bearings for the semi-conductor industry or optics for
satellites – we know how to avoid critical impurities in an indus-
trial manufacturing environment. We also clean and assemble in
our own clean room. In flow boxes we reach particle-free condi-
tions according to category 1000.

Innovative products need innovative ideas! Skilled employees
with years of experience operate the machines, and manufacture
and assemble the precision optics. Physicists and engineers will
assist them in preparing the production terms of reference,
developing the products and calculating the components. 
We calculate optics and optical paths with commercial ray-trac-
ing programs. Furthermore, proprietary software is applied for
the determination of the beam propagation of CO2 laser systems.
A special CAM system makes it possible for us to program our
diamond processing machines with precision in a range of a few
nanometers. Interferometric measurements with nanometer 
resolution ultimately provide the security that the optics complies
with the required specifications.

If it only concerns “sub-micrometer”, then the “fully normal” pro-
duction sequence also suffices: Development and conception by
our physicists and engineers, often simply on a piece of white
paper, generating a customer requirement specification sheet in
agreement with the client, detailed drafting of a product concept
catalog, subsequent design and generation of 3D CAD data by
our design department. A CAM program generates the code for
the processing machines, which is optimized by the engineers in
cooperation with the skilled operators of the machines. Taking
measurements for quality control completes the manufacturing
process.

Assembly of focusing heads

Polygon scanner in assembly mounting

Assembly in clean room

Cleaning of metal optics

CAD/CAM work station

TECHNOLOGY
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Copper mirrors for high-performance lasers, with water-cooling
for lasers up to 40 kW, but also simple flat copper mirrors for
smaller equipment have always been part of the KUGLER® pro-
duct palette. 
At the beginning the typical focusing deflection mirrors with real
parabolic surfaces still were a sensation, but today the challenge
lies more in the development of non-rotationally symmetric mir-
ror surfaces, which enable a desired beam formation for a spe-
cial purpose; e.g. mirrors for the generation of a ring focus or 
mirrors for hardening with linear homogenized intensity distribution.

The KUGLER® adaptive optics for infrared lasers with direct
pneumatic membranes offers a cost-effective alternative to zoom
telescopes or movable lenses in laser beam guidance systems.
The novel cooling concept makes the use of these mirrors also at
laser performance of 20 kW possible, which would destroy a con-
ventional mirror.

Surface coatings for metals – for protection, for reflection enhan-
cement, for specific optical characteristics such as circular polari-
zation or back reflection suppression. We offer coatings, proven
and tested by industry, as part of our program. Many can also be
obtained at a reasonable price from our warehouse on standard
mirrors.

Name Type / Application 
Refl. [%] 

@ 1064 nm 
  

Refl. [%] 
@ 633nm 

  0° 45°s 45°p  

Al Aluminum, no coating 92.0 94.0 89.0 90.0 

OFHC Copper, no coating 97.0 97.7 96.3 91.0 

PG Protected Gold, gold + dielectric 96.0 96.7 95.3 90.0 

HG Hard Gold (plasma gold), pure metallic 97.0 97.3 96.2 90.0 

EGY 
Enhanced Gold YAG, dielectric, 

multilayer 
99.5 99.5 99.0 90.0 

Comprehensive information about our
optics and coatings is available in our
LASER OPTICS AND SYSTEMS
catalog.

Special mirrors for laser equipment: Cylindrical focusing mirrors
of half a meter or more, used for the scoring of electric steel; 
mirrors that split part of the energy off the outer area of the beam
for measurement purposes; or simply highly precise focusing
mirrors with a focal length of about 1.5 m for use in remote weld-
ing. Many up till now unimaginable mirror geometries can today
be produced economically, thanks to flexible KUGLER® diamond
machining.
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Name Type / Application 
Refl. [%] 

@ 10.6 m 
  

Refl. [%] 
@ 633nm 

Phase 
Retardation 

  0° 45°s 45°p   

R-HRC Resonator coating 99.9 99.9 99.7 — < 2° 

HRC Dielectric / beam line / high reflectivity 99.8 99.8 99.4 > 80 < 2° 

HG Hard Gold / beam line / general purpose 98.9 98.8 97.6 > 90 < 2° 

OFHC 
Uncoated / beam line / low cost / highest 

laser performance 
99.2 99.4 99.0 > 90 < 1° 

MO 
Molybdenum / heavy-duty mechanical 

load 
97.5 98.4 96.6 > 55 < 1° 

PR 90º Phase Retarder / circular polarizer — 98.8 98.5 > 80 90°± 2° 

BRS 
Absorption coating / for back reflection 

suppression 
— 99 < 5 > 80 — 

Coatings for CO2 lasers

Coatings for micrometer wavelength lasers
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Aluminum is preferred to copper for visible light due to its metal-
lic reflection characteristics. Whether it is laser bending mirrors
or mirrors for simple telescopes – aluminum mirrors still offer a
cost-effective alternative to conventional glass mirrors in areas
where the natural material texture of aluminum alloys and the
consistent structure of the diamond processing do not influence
the optical result. And even more so if large laser or light capac-
ities should be mirrored, then aluminum always has the edge
due to its excellent thermal conductivity coefficient.

Everywhere, where mirror surfaces must not be even or spheri-
cal, diamond-processed metal optics from aluminum proves its
economic strength. So, for example, large aperture elliptical mir-
rors for fiber coupling or simple parabolic mirrors can also be
manufactured much cheaper as single units than comparable
glass mirrors.

Metal mirror with elliptical surface

Biconic mirrors for spectrometers or for scientific applications:
Special forms that can be produced with KUGLER® processing
machines. Whether for spectrometers in orbit around the moon,
for terrestrial observation stations or simply for use in a universi-
ty's laboratory – please contact us!

Reflector for a video measuring system

Surfaces that should block light: Pinhole or slot faceplates, shut-
ters, and mirrors with roughened, dispersive surfaces. Here too,
due to its mechanical strength and good thermal conductivity
coefficient coupled with its high reflection capabilities, which can
be enhanced even more by a coating, aluminum is an ideal
material for use in semi-conductor wafer steppers, in spectrosco-
py or simply in the area of laser safety. Extremely thin-walled
components can also be economically machined with our 
FLYCUTTERS.

A thick oxide film forms within a few hours on newly machined
aluminum surfaces. It offers improved hardness and protection
against environmental influences and especially prevents nega-
tive interference with the optical characteristics of the metallic
aluminum in the visible light area. Naturally, such mirror surfaces
can still be lightly scratched. We therefore regularly furnish our
aluminum optics with an additional vacuum-applied protective
film, protected aluminum. This protective film can be adapted to
the wavelength range, also in the UV field. Also in this case the
metallic reflectivity of the base material is largely maintained. 
More elaborate films increase the reflection: Protected silver for
the visible area, “enhanced aluminum” as reinforcing film for a
selected wavelength range. A classic gold coating improves the

Turning an aluminum mirror

10

TECHNOLOGIEOPTICS – ALUMINUM MIRRORS
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reflection in the infrared area, galvanically applied gold over and
above attains the perfect mechanical protection. 
Ask our experts which coating on our aluminum optics is best
suited for your products and applications!

Optics that are only optics so that optical measuring devices can
be calibrated or checked with their aid. This complicated
description hides components with well specified mechanical
characteristics, e.g. straightness in micrometer range, evenness
in sub-micrometer range or a cylindrical form in a range lower
than one micrometer. These components must mirror, so that
measuring devices doing the checking, whether it is an optical
caliper or a video measuring device, can see and precisely cap-
ture the surfaces.

Mirroring straightness normal

Angle accuracy in the seconds range for calibrating rotary tables
or the alignment of satellites. A mirroring surface is also required
in this case, so that autocollimators or interferometers can cap-
ture the surface without contact. Not the evenness though, but
the angle consistency of the components receives priority –
whether it is the angles of the optical surfaces among each other
or the angles in relation to the screw-on surface.

It’s not only good for calibration – KUGLER® precision polygons
are equally needed in medical technology or for industrial use;
for laser photo sensors, barcode reading devices or for inspection
of printed circuit boards, with an angle accuracy in the range of
1/1000 degrees.

For the scoring of electric steel with strong lasers – KUGLER®

copper polygons with extreme diameters of more than 700 mm.
Together with long cylindrical focusing mirrors they generate light
lines, which reliably structure the quickly passing steel belts over
a width of more than one meter.

Scanners for working on the human eye: We supply the polygon
mirrors, specially coated for use with femtosecond lasers, includ-
ing the smoothly running drive. In this scanner unit reliability
receives the highest priority – so that no undesirable side effects
will occur when an incision is made in the corner of the eye.

11

OPTIK-LASEROPTIKOPTICS – COMPONENTS WITH DEFINED ANGLES

Scanner measuring position

Reference cylinder for roundness measuring position
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Toroid mirrors with a diameter of 900 mm, large rectangular mir-
rors with side lengths of more than half a meter – flat, spherical
or even non-rotationally symmetric.  
The sample photo above shows a spherical mirror with longer
focal length, which forms part of large solar oven. 

Lightweight mirrors for scanners: Moving mirror systems for laser
welding over large distances or for finding the docking position of
a spacecraft. We have mastered the heat treatment processes,
without which such mirrors, made light by portions milled out,
would inevitably warp. Our process guarantees safe operation in
working with such optics, also without water-cooling. 

For major performance with water-cooling. Our efficient cooling
system directly beneath the mirror surface can also be integrat-
ed into large, thin mirrors primarily made from copper. The
design of our mirrors also makes short operation times without
cooling water possible. For safety, in the event of a failure!

12

TECHNOLOGIEOPTICS – LARGE OPTICS
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Grating mirrors: Long, straight grooves with V shaped or cylindri-
cal contours, at distances of a few micrometers up to approxi-
mately one millimeter, with groove depths of the same size. We
mill where others plane. Extremely smooth shoulders and low
burr formation are the advantages that we offer. Even extremely
fine pyramid structures can be manufactured. Here the
KUGLER® linear grid technology is simply applied several times
to the same work piece and machine-turned at two or three
angles to the surface normal. Reflection photo barriers, infrared
measurement technology and retro-reflectors belong to the appli-
cation areas.  

Grooving with form diamonds in rotating rollers is physically sim-
ilar to the production of linear grid structures. The pictured roller
was structured with a KUGLER® TDM type drum lathe: 
90° V grooves with a grid constant of 20 lines per millimeter and
a depth of 50 micrometers functions as embossing die for synthe-
tic foils, which are used in the lighting technology of TFT moni-
tors.
Also for the manufacture of lighting foils: Contour-turned short
roller. In the production of these complex contours a tool with a
small cone point (e.g. 10 micrometer) “writes” the required tar-
get contour directly onto the rotating cylinder surface. The design
of surface contours has only a few limits, novel lighting systems
are made possible.

Not only on copper or nickel, but also cut directly into transpar-
ent synthetics: Fresnel optics attain with little use of materials and
low weight optical image capacities close to that of so-called
“thick lenses”. The use of diamond tools with small cone point
radii in the micrometer range keep losses on the transitional
edges of the individual “saw teeth” to a minimum. The micro-
measuring technology used in many of the KUGLER® processing
machines compensates for the resulting low tool service lives.
New tools can be repeatedly reinserted.

13

OPTIK-LASEROPTIKOPTICS – GRATINGS AND FRESNEL STRUCTURES

By courtesy of Fresnel Optics
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Since increased wear to airplane windows by particles in the
upper atmosphere has been established after the eruption of the
Mount St Helen's volcano, the extensive machining of Plexiglas
cabin windows of passenger planes has become an important
field of application for KUGLER® ultra-precision processing
machines. Strong vacuum pumps suck in the convex windows.
The flat panes are machined free of cracks with the FLYCUTTER
spindle, equipped with diamond tools. And that in a matter of
minutes!Airplane window Machining a PMMA window

Multilayer printed circuit boards for semi-conductor building ele-
ments on a ceramic carrier? KUGLER® FLYCUTTERS machine
the required polyimide isolation layers to the required thickness,
after which the work piece is automatically leveled and the
required layer removal determined. Optically without contact, 
of course!

Synthetic lens Synthetic lens with carrier Miniature condenser

Synthetic lenses with diameters of a few millimeters up to more
than 300 millimeters. Directly turned with diamond tools on our
machines with aerostatic and hydrostatic bearings. The roughness
values attained at PMMA lie in the nanometer range, form precision
is consistent with the precision of our copper optics and lie partly in
the range of hardly more than 50 nanometers. In case of small
quantities this direct production of optics offers a cost-effective
alternative to injection molding.

Micro lens arrays – one-dimensional or also two-dimensional. We
either use the possibilities of our machines to also turn 
“non-round” (the angle position of the work piece spindle is pre-
cisely synchronized with the tool feed) or we shift the work pieces
on the main spindle of the machine and machine each lens indi-
vidually – often still an economic solution!

Mould insert for micro lenses 

Mould insert for light guiding optics 

If synthetics cannot be machined directly or if bigger quantities
are required, then KUGLER® manufactures the applicable molds
and embossing masters from nickel-coated steel or from brass!

Machine with measuring bridge

14

TECHNOLOGIEOPTICS – MACHINING OF SYNTHETICS
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Not only do we manufacture optics, we also design, construct
and draw them: Fastening possibilities that exclude the deforma-
tion of sensitive surfaces, efficient water-cooling, including the
development of the required soldering process, surface coatings
for the improvement of the optical and mechanical characteris-
tics and not least the mirror surface. 
We calculate which shape the surface should have to possess the
required optical effect. Whether it is a simple focus, an optimized
capacity distribution, e.g. for laser welding, or a mirror for a tele-
scope system – our years of experience in the design of optics
assist us to use the available calculation software to its fullest.

Working with parallel light? Not completely. Laser light is only
almost parallel. That is the challenge in the design of modern
laser beam paths. The beam waist must lie at the right spot (e.g.
on the focusing optics), the waist diameter must have the right
size, and that as constantly as possible across the total work
area. Whether a simple beam expander or even a complex pro-
cessing plant with scanners and zoom functionality for the con-
figuration of the focus size in a steelworks is required – KUGLER®

provides solutions, solutions that can be manufactured!
Laser scanner with zoom expander

Not everything goes. At first! Process steel to optical quality with
diamond cutting? The carbon in the steel and the diamond com-
pounds have the cutter lose its shape and with that its function.
Service life of a few seconds. We deliver “Work-Around”: Nickel
phosphor alloys in a hardness comparable to steel, can be
machined with diamonds, with excellent optical surface quality.
Nickel coatings on steel of up to one millimeter strength are pos-
sible. But also beryllium, which, with a nickel coating, can be
machined and treated without danger. 
For the highest quality demands, e.g. with regard to scattered
light, we use copper optics. And where that is not practical, as for
example in lightweight construction, we simply copperplate.
Our physicists and engineers will find the applicable material
combination for you and advise you with pleasure! Grating nickel on steel

How do we “tell” our processing machines that they should manu-
facture surfaces with nanometer resolutions? The simplest method:
We exactly convey the surface contour in micrometer distance on
the nanometer as a table to the machine. 
This information is not contained in “normal” CAD data. Special
CAM systems calculate the data from the analytical formulae, which
describe the surface; because the standard aspheric formula is
based on simple conic sections, such as circle, parabola, ellipse or
hyperbole. Exactly like our interferometric measurement: Special
KUGLER® measuring set-ups capture the desired and undesired
deviations to the basic shapes. Our scientifically trained staff evalu-
ates the measured deviations.

Interferometric measuring of a parabolic mirror

15

OPTIK-LASEROPTIKOPTICS – CALCULATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT
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Hydraulic distributor

Sometimes it should mirror, but it is not optics. The tolerance of
the shape must not be in nanometer range, but the visual
impression should be in order. The problem in this case is that
the human eye can see the finest scratches and joints. This we
call “cosmetic quality”. For this quality to be perfect, the tools
and the machinery of our employees are configured accordingly,
for example for the manufacture of colorful Plexiglas surfaces for
the interior decorating of living spaces, for the casings of top-
quality writing paraphernalia or even for aluminum jewelry.

Hydraulic distributors, gearbox housings, sealing surfaces in
water-cooling systems – technical surfaces can also be optimally
prepared with the aid of ultra-precision machining with diamond
tools. Metal surfaces with evenness in micrometer range and
roughness values of approximately 10 – 20 nanometers are ide-
ally suited for gluing or soldering, but also simply as direct metal-
lic sealing surfaces. The relevant top-performance FLYCUTTER
with reinforced spindles for the shortest cycle times is profitably
used in this case.

A special feature of our company is the manufacture of larger,
more level aluminum components with internal compressed air,
vacuum or cooling water distribution. Even when these compo-
nents can only be finally assembled after diamond machining,
evenness in micrometer range in case of diameters of larger than
300 millimeters is possible. Assembly takes place under interfe-
rometric control with large KUGLER® OFT type prism interferom-
eters, which are also able to perform the level measurement of
non-mirroring surfaces. The fitter sees the interference sample
as a live image on the video monitor while he tightens the screws
for example.Slab with integrated air feed

Interferometer measuring position
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FLYCUTTER – machining an aluminum component
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KUGLER® aerostatic bearings are built on a granite base and
milled in-house for evenness. Not the granite directly. Filling
material that can be milled contains the air channels, the vacu-
um pockets and other elements required for the functioning of
the bearings. Specially designed FLYCUTTER produces the even-
ness of it all. 
You can also use this special technology! It can be applied to
many materials, e.g. on porous sintered bronze or on micro-
porous glued ceramic substrates for vacuum chucks or aerosta-
tic bearings.

KUGLER® ALU-LINE  type aerostatic bearing guidance systems
display the evolution of bearing manufacture in our company. The
bearing surfaces manufactured from aluminum are equipped
with the required channel and nozzle structures by means of
machine cutting (both conventional and in micro-machining
steps, see below) with final machining being done on FLYCUTTER
for squareness, dimension and evenness. The pre-treatment of
the aluminum by selected thermal treatment processes makes a
subsequent hard material coating possible, which imparts the
necessary dry-running characteristics to the bearing elements.
Also in this case our skilled staff knows how diamond machining
must be maintained so that the final product displays the required
evenness.

Apart form aerostatic bearings, we also machine casing elements
of laser components essential for the alignment of optics on
KUGLER® ultra-precision machinery. Only this way our range,
such as the “LK” focusing heads, the “UE” bending units, the
“SW” beam switches or the “KST” expansion telescopes, obtains
its legendary precision! 

Measuring and machining a laser component

Some housings must be more than just stable. It should for exam-
ple also blend out light or prevent the creation of non-defined light
reflexes. Such housing units are used in safety technology and in
spectroscopy.

As a rule FLYCUTTERS with diamond tools are used for the machin-
ing of even components. Diamond cutting provides excellent surface
gloss and evenness and attains tolerances without difficulty, which
makes simple assembly with the additional required light technical
characteristics possible. Moreover, the diamond-machined sur-
faces provide the ideal basis for an optically sophisticated, smooth
surface coating, e.g. by hard anodizing!

Milling a vacuum chuck
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The least roughness, optical quality on small surfaces. Slicer mir-
rors, which distribute light into different channels, e.g. of an
infrared spectrometer: These are components, which take full
advantage of the production possibilities of our aerostatic micro-
processing machinery and the optical characteristics that can be
created.

Tool inserts for injection molds from hard materials such as nickel
phosphor, master molds from brass. Such components also often
display small structures, which cannot be machined with standard
FLYCUTTERS or diamond lathes. This can be achieved with the
MICROGANTRY® with its aerostatic bearing axes!

Reticules, reference marks on mirroring surfaces: Our micro-pro-
cessing machinery make the milling of optical surfaces as well as
the adding of required reference markings on a machine possible –
without rechucking, without loss of precision. The integrated meas-
uring sensors guarantee the exact position.

Precision drilling with sharp edges: Sharpness in micrometer
range, with burr formation. Diameter lower than 200 μm – ideal
for small aerostatic bearings. The MICROGANTRY® type multi-
axis processing center does that fully automatically. 

How do we attain roughness values in nanometer range, without
having to resort to conventional diamond machining processes?
With selected high-frequency spindles, with diamond tip shaft tools
and with the main components of the moving axes of our micro-pro-
cessing machinery – the KUGLER® ALU-LINE and GRANU-LINE
type linear guidance systems with aerostatic bearings.

18

MICROMACHINING – MIRROR SURFACES

Drilling array (machining preliminary stage) Micro needle
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Drilling grid pattern with fixed and defined positions. These posi-
tions are exact to the micrometer! For example, ideal for image
normals in video measuring technology, used for calibrating the
image distortion of a measuring lens.

Hole grid for measurement purposes

Apart from drilling at precise distances, small structures such as
channels in micro fluid systems must also have exactly defined
depths, widths and positions in micrometer range. We use shaft-
milling cutters with diameters down to as little as 60 μm for the
creation of such structures with micrometer precision.

The smooth axis runs of our MICROGANTRY® make it possible:
Walls with a strength of less than 10 micrometers and a height of
more than one millimeter at the same time. Such “wafer-thin”
structures are needed in micro-mechanics for example. 

Tactile calipers, optically contact-free measuring focusing sen-
sors wit nanometer resolution, chromatic aberration sensors. Our
software is flexible and allows the direct integration of the respec-
tive required sensors for process guidance and monitoring onto
the processing machine; in the example shown here for the
micrometer exact milling off of a surface layer on a not fully even
work piece. The sensor determines the position of the surface,
the milling cutter readjusts the precise machine axes.

Fluidics structure

Optical focusing sensor with nanometer resolution

Laser Processing:
Sometimes, light is better! Instead of using a milling or drill bit,
we equip our micro-processing MICROGANTRY® machine with a
short-pulse laser: Structures with depths in the sub-micrometer
range to several hundred micrometers can also be produced in
difficult, non-machinable materials by laser ablation with
micrometer precision.
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Channels with sloping or even rounded channel walls – a minia-
ture milling cutter plunged into the metal is simply not up to the
task at hand. In such application milling strategies, in which the
tool is employed at the correct angle with increasing feeding, in
order to obtain the smoothest surface with low roughness pos-
sible, are applied. Runtimes of several hours, controlled changing
of tools, which have to be measured automatically – our experi-
enced engineers do all that with the support of modern CAM soft-
ware, adapted to the KUGLER® micro-processing machinery.

A small fluidics turbine, made out of solid material (brass in this
case). The microstructures itself are not so deep or complex, but
lie on a real three-dimensional surface. The challenge to the
machines are, relatively seen, long axis paths – on all five axes.
The high precision of these components is possible by a regular
examination of the axis geometries of the machine for position
and squareness, as well as by automatic compensation for the
remaining errors.

A complex component from a difficult to machine material –
molybdenum. The blank is pre-machined on a conventional lathe
and subsequently chucked onto the micro-processing machine.
To obtain as low and especially smooth material removal as pos-
sible, the work piece is measured on the machine and repeated-
ly newly aligned – before, during and after the five-axle machin-
ing on the MICROGANTRY®. This complex component is used in
research satellites.

The correct process sequence is important in case of 
3D machining: From the model of the component to the simulation
of the machining process, from the integration of a suitable meas-
uring strategy through the chucking and the measuring of the
component and the tools to the machining and final measuring. 
The small tools with their relatively long shafts are flexible and
yield. The micro-machining process delivers different surfaces
than the conventional machine cutting. Our engineers took all
these factors into account in planning the process; experienced
skilled staff implements the processes on the machines. Only this
way the tolerances are in the micrometer range that our produc-
tion samples demand as a standard, reliable and economically
doable.

Channel structure Channel structure, detail

Turbine wheel, cut-out

5-axis milling simulation
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Micromachining and ultra-precision diamond turning:
Electrodes in particle acceleration are exposed to such high elec-
tric fields that every interference of the surface, every scratch,
every burr can cause a spark flashover – meaning the end of the
whole project. For that reason the electrode positions, which are
exposed to the critical fields, are diamond-turned in optical qual-
ity. The rest, as for example the central drilling with elliptic inlet
contour for the particle beam, is subsequently manufactured on
a micro-processing machine with low roughness. The integrated
measuring technology of the machine makes exact joints without
interfering deposit or burr formation possible.

Electrode for particle accelerator 

Metal mirrors with a precise recess for measuring beams, sharp-
edged, below a defined angle – optics, as needed in modern
laser equipment or on accelerators.  Such components are also
manufactured in our company as single pieces from copper or
aluminum with the highest level of precision.

A locking or retaining mechanism as complex micro-processing
geometry and mirror surface at the same time for precise, opti-
cally contact-free angle and position capture. We also produce
such components in our company. Whether it concerns test
masses for experiments in weightlessness or “only” assembly
section carriers for measuring devices – with our MICRO-
GANTRY® micro-processing machines we offer solutions to the
challenges of real 3D micro contours; with our diamond lathes
and milling machines we produce the exact optics for it. In the
process we can always provide our clients with a cost-effective
solution.

Production of a precision component

Discs with centrically drilled hole as standard production: We can
do that too! The industrial manufacture of not only one, but also
hundreds of almost identical copper discs with a central drilled
hole with diamond-machined, rounded aperture edges. Almost
identical! This is also a case of a typical combination processing
with conventional machines, micro-processing machines and
diamond turning. Optimized machining programs, which take
the “almost”, in other words the differences between the individ-
ual components, exactly into account. 
A challenge that our engineers and physicists master expertly
and successfully! Surface structure of a copper electrode
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From the assembly of our metal mirrors on carrier plates, pre-
cisely aligned and adjusted of course, up to the assembly of com-
plete motorized focusing heads – our skilled employees take care
of all that, always with due attention to our quality demands.
Compliance with assembly specifications and process stages
specified by the client as well as a measurement check accom-
panying the assembly ensures success. It also helps that the crit-
ical components have already been equipped with reference sur-
faces during design, which for example allows for a simple
metrological examination of the assembly.

Balancing, parameterization of the drive controller, measuring of
the total angle errors – crucial stages in the assembly of our 
scanners. Angle accuracies in the final product in a range of a
few arcseconds demand certain costs. Based on the years of
experience of our fitters these costs can be offset extremely eco-
nomically. Furthermore, our scanners are interferometrically test-
ed according to type for their operational qualifications in dedi-
cated measuring stands. 

A KUGLER® specialty developed successfully in the last few
years: Small aerostatic cylinder bearings with integrated magnet-
ic drives and measuring systems, as well as cooling and air-con-
ditioning structures. The diamond turning of the bearing compo-
nents alone, which consist of only a few millimeters in diameter
and often have very thin walls, demand the development of new
techniques. The assembly which partly take place under a 
microscope under endoscopic observation or the gluing work
with micro dispensers demand skills from employees that by far
surpass the classic tasks of metal optics manufacture. Our skilled
employees can do it! Our purchasing department organizes the
acquisition of the parts often only needed in small quantities from
our competent partners – at fair prices!

Measuring of unfinished part Final check

Cleanliness receives the highest priority: We assemble critical
components in our clean room. This can be components for the
semi-conductor industry or optical elements that should be coat-
ed for example. Assembly sections for satellites or optical units
for scientific equipment also need our special attention.
Nevertheless, we also do not neglect the simple standard com-
ponents when it comes to cleanliness – irrespective whether it
concerns optics, precision components or micro-structural com-
ponent parts.

Pyramidal angle measurement Polygon assembly
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Interferometric system test
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Traceable calibrated measuring devices in all precision levels –
from the simple caliper rule to the micro-interferometer with sub-
nanometer resolution. Our inspection device monitoring system
ensures regular checks of the measuring devices, either onsite or
by external inspection laboratories. Our measuring device pool is
constantly being expanded in order to meet the demands of
modern product inspections at any time.  

Measuring room with 12-inch Fizeau interferometer

Anything that is not standard yet is developed to that point!
Through active cooperation in research projects on industrial
measuring technology we contribute to the advancement and
propagation of new measuring strategies, especially in the field of
micromachining. 

KUGLER® – the people behind the products: Highly motivated young people, experienced senior professionals, skilled workers in manu-
facturing and assembly, innovative engineers for research and project management. This is the mixture leading to the best economic,
pragmatic solutions, at highest technical level KUGLER® has always been known for.

Our products leave the factory in a quality inspected condition. In case of unexpected problems showing up at the customer’s site, our
service personnel or even members of our research and development staff will take care of our optics components in service.

This catalog gives a limited overview of the Laser Optics and Laser System Components made by KUGLER®. Detailed information like
data sheets, system overviews, and drawings for standard products are provided for download on www.kugler-precision.com or can be
requested from KUGLER® directly.

Micromachining with new KNC2 software

Discussion around an actual work piece
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TRAINING – SERVICE – DEVELOPMENT
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PRECISION IN A NEW DIMENSION
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KUGLER GMBH
Heiligenberger Str. 100 · 88682 Salem · GERMANY
Fon: +49 7553 9200-0 · Fax: +49 7553 9200-45

info@kugler-precision.com · www.kugler-precision.com
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